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→ early 1960’s: majority of countries in the Global South were decolonized

Dominant development paradigm: modernization theory 

Characteristics: 

- Basic assumption: how to develop/modernize decolonized countries towards 
industrialized Northern economies
- Post-colonial continuity: world divided by ‘backward’ nations versus ‘modern’ 
nations
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- Nation-state as the engine of this process of transformation: national 
development! 

- There exists a single, universal path of transition

- Strong economic rationale: programs of industrialization, agro-
economic programs: green revolution… 

- ‘Urban bias’: small-scale farming underfunded and considered as 
backward and non-modern

- Development as growth GDP/individual income 
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Example modernization theory: Rostow (1960): ‘The stages of economic growth. A non-communist 
manifesto’

→ Based on assessment of Western European history, in particular England
→ Universal pathway for all nation-states in the world
→ Preventing the world from the spread of the disease called ‘communism’ 

Basic characteristics: 

- Distinguishes 5 stages of economic growth

1) Traditional society: change and transformation but confined by a technological ceiling: Rostow: 
‘They lacked, in short, the tools and the outlook towards the physical world of the post-Newtonian era’ 
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2) Preconditions for take-off: injection of technological innovation, in 
particular in agriculture; hereby creating a surplus population

3) Take-off: the achievement of rapid growth in a limited group of 
sectors, where modern industrial techniques are applied

4) Drive to maturity: ‘… period when a society has effectively applied 
the range of (then) modern technology and the bulk of its resources’ 

5) Age of high mass consumption
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Example of modernist idea of development: Green Revolution

→ Availability of enough food at a national scale

→ National programs of agro-industrialization to increase the 
production of food

→ Introduction of technology in the countryside, hence the creation of a 
surplus population (see Lesson 4)

→ Crucial condition for industrialization and urbanization (cfr. ‘Urban’ 
bias of development) 
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Alternative approach: 

Amartya Sen (1999), Development as Freedom, Oxford: Oxford University Press

Nussbaum, M.C. (2003), Capabilities as Fundamental Entitlements: Sen and 
Social Justice, Feminist Economics,  9 (2-3): 33-59

Nussbaum, M.C. (2011), Creating Capabilities. The Human Development 
Approach, Harvard University Press
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Basic premises Amartya Sen: 

- Development cannot be reduced to growth of GNP/individual income

- Development should be understood as the removal of (un)freedoms

- Conceptualization of freedom as both a means and an end of 
development
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A. Income/freedom discussion

→ Critique on a narrow view of development; measured in growth of GDP

→ Growth in income a means in achieving broader goals, namely: increasing substantive 
freedoms ; income not an end in itself

‘The usefulness of wealth lies in the things that it allows us to do – the substantive freedoms 
it helps us to achieve’ 

→ The correlations between income and substantive freedom more varied than generally 
accounted for

Example: the freedom to live a long and healthy life/access to health care no strict 
correlation with income
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→ !! Not an ‘anti-growth’/’anti-income’/’anti-market’ argument: 
matters as 1 important variable among a wide range of variables 

→ Analytical repercussions for discussion on income inequality. 
Example: unemployment

→ Discussion: slaves with higher incomes/’free’ workers with lower 
incomes
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B. How to understand these freedoms?

→ ‘Both the processes that allow freedom of actions and decisions, and the actual opportunities that 
people have, given their personal and social circumstances’ 

→ Freedom broader than mere ‘political freedom’, but including different types of freedom in the social 
field: education, health care…

→ Draws attention to what people value themselves: related to concept of capabilities: ‘capabilities of 
persons to lead the kind of lives they value – and have reason to value’

→ Both means (instrumental) and an end (outcome): education will enable development but is also a 
development objective in itself 

→ Redirects the attention of economists from market/GDP to quality of life
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Argument: different types of freedom mutually reinforce each other

→ Critical of the ‘authoritarian development’ model
- Empirical elaboration: importance of free education and free press in 

stimulating economic growth + famines in dictatorships
- Freedom as a means and an end in itself
- Critical questions: other freedoms might correlate while others might not 

(political freedom in Singapore?, gender equity in Saoudi Arabia?)

→ Poor states can and should invest in social services, enabling people to 
increase the number of freedoms
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HDI (Human Development Index) as attempt to capture this approach

UNDP: ‘The HDI was created to emphasize that people and their capabilities should be the 
ultimate criteria for assessing the development of a country, not economic growth alone. 
The HDI can also be used to question national policy choices, asking how two countries 
with the same level of GNI per capita can end up with different human development 
outcomes’ http://hdr.undp.org/en/content/human-development-index-hdi

→ Index based on 1) health (life expectancy); 2) education (years of schooling), 3) living 

dimension (income per capita)

→ First published in 1990: human development reports
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Nussbaum, M.C. (2011), Creating Capabilities. The Human Development Approach, 
Harvard University Press

→ Admittance of the broad and general definition: ‘… the range of relevant freedoms can 
be very wide’

→ A more refined definition of different sorts of capabilities

- Internal capabilities: internal to the individual; versus combined capabilities: totality of the 
opportunities for choice and action in a specific political, social and economic situation. 

Example: high-quality education in an autocratic society 
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→ ‘Valuational’ question in selection of range of capabilities; Nussbaum: 
‘… the protection of areas of freedom so central that their removal 
makes a life not worthy of human dignity’

→ Serve as guiding principles for policy/government + aspirational quality. 
The job of government is for people to have a decent life

1) Life. Being able to live to the end of a human life of normal length
2) Bodily Health. Being able to have good health `
3) Bodily Integrity. Being able to move freely from place to place; to be
secure against violent assault
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4) Senses, Imagination, and Thought. Being able to use the senses, to
imagine, think, and reason—and to do these things in a "truly human" way, a way 
informed and cultivated by an adequate education
5) Emotions. Being able to have attachments to things and people outside
ourselves; to love those who love and care for us, to grieve at their absence
6) Practical Reason. Being able to form a conception of the good and to engage
in critical reflection about the planning of one’s life 
7) Affiliation. Being able to live with and toward others, to recognize and show 
concern for other humans, to engage in various forms of social interaction.
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8) Other Species. Being able to live with concern for and in 
relation to animals, plants, and the world of nature
9) Play. Being able to laugh, to play, to enjoy recreational activities
10) Control over one’s Environment
̶ Political. Being able to participate effectively in political choices

that govern one's life; having the right of political participation, 
protections of free speech and association.

̶ Material. Being able to hold property
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